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Abstract—Network applications often require large data storage resources, fast queries, and frequent updates. Hash tables
support these operations with low costs, yet they cannot provide
worst-case guarantees because of hash collisions. Also, the widely
used, low-cost Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM) cannot
suitably accommodate hash tables because DRAMs provide full
bandwidth only if accessed in bursts, whereas hash tables require
random access. In this paper, we propose a hash co-processor
to support hash tables on DRAMs. The co-processor provides a
load-balancing method to reduce the impact of hash collisions on
the worst-case behavior by moving multiple keys within the hash
table in constant time. This leads to a balanced distribution of
keys in the hash table despite the collisions. Furthermore, the coprocessor guarantees the full DRAM bandwidth is always utilized
by defining all fundamental hash table operations, namely insert,
query, and delete, in terms of burst accesses. In the worst case,
the query, delete, and insert operations take one, two, and three
burst accesses, respectively. The proposed architecture reduces
hash overflows by 35% compared to a naı̈ve hash table and for
each key uses 6.42 bits of on-chip memory.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Network applications such as IP traceback [1], route lookup
[2], TCP flow state monitoring [3] [4], and malware detection
[5] [6] often require large data storage resources, fast queries,
and frequent updates. Hash tables are traditional data structures
that allow large amounts of data to be stored, queried, and
updated in a space- and time-efficient manner on average.
However, in the worst case, which is critical for network applications, hash tables perform poorly. This poor performance
is due to hash collisions, which require multiple keys to be
accessed and examined sequentially. To reduce the impact of
hash collisions on worst-case performance, the hash table can
be modified to store multiple keys, say up to Gmax keys
in a single hash bucket, where up to Gmax keys can be
accessed together. Hence, as long as the number of collisions
in a bucket is less than Gmax , the worst-case performance
is determined. Unfortunately, even when multiple keys are
allowed to be stored in one bucket, occasional overflows
cannot be prevented.
Additionally, the standard bulk data storage device, the
Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM), cannot suitably
accommodate hash tables. This is because DRAM provides
full bandwidth only if it is accessed in a certain sequence of
bursts [7]. This burst-access requirement for full bandwidth
conflicts with the random-access behavior of hash tables and,
thus, it adversely affects hash table performance.
In this paper, we propose an on-chip co-processor to support

hash tables on the DRAM for network applications as shown in
Figure 1a. This paper proposes two main contributions: (1) A
load-balancing (LB) method to reduce the number of overflows
in a hash table and (2) a co-processor architecture that uses
the full bandwidth of the DRAM.
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Fig. 1: (a) The proposed co-processor architecture. (b) The LB
hash table reduces number of overflows compared to the naı̈ve
hash table and provides an even distribution of keys, where the
bucket size (i.e., number of keys in a bucket) distribution is
denser around the average load, μ.
As shown in Figure 1b, the keys hashed to a bucket in
excess of Gmax cause overflows. These keys need to be stored
elsewhere, such as an on-chip Content-Addressable Memory
(CAM), which is very limited. If a new key is hashed to a
bucket with Gmax keys, our proposed LB method prevents a
significant portion of overflows by moving some of the keys
from this bucket to a lightly loaded bucket, opening a vacancy
for the new key. In addition, the move makes the distribution of
keys in the hash table more balanced, reducing the chance of a
future overflow. Using the LB method, the CAM requirement
is reduced as a result of the reduction in overflows.
The proposed co-processor architecture uses the full DRAM
bandwidth by always obeying the burst-access pattern of the
DRAM for all three fundamental hash table operations, namely
insert, query, and delete. We show that our architecture reduces
the number of overflows by 35% compared to a naı̈ve hash
table, while using 6.42 bits of on-chip memory per key
including a tiny on-chip CAM to store the 0.2% of the keys.
The insert operation takes 1.38 and 3 burst accesses in average
and worst cases, respectively. The query and delete operations
take one and two burst accesses for both cases, respectively.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section
II, we summarize the related work. The proposed co-processor
architecture is presented in Section III and analyzed for various
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parameters in Section IV. Section V shows performance of the
proposed architecture. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Recently, multiple choice hashing schemes, especially
Cuckoo Hashing [8], demonstrated encouraging results for
hash tables. However, the Cuckoo Hashing scheme requires
possibly moving multiple keys in the hash table, which limits
hardware implementation. In [9], it is shown that with rigorous
analysis, a hardware implementation of this scheme is possible
by limiting the number of moves to a single move and using
a CAM to store a small percentage of the keys. However,
the authors did not specify a hardware architecture for their
proposed scheme: thus, the exact performance of the scheme
in practice is not clear. There is also recent work to improve
access performance [10] [11] of external hash tables using
on-chip structures. In [10], a Counting Bloom Filter (CBF)based scheme [12] is proposed to improve the performance
of naı̈ve hash tables using high-speed, on-chip memory. The
on-chip memory required for the scheme is reported as 400
kbits per 10, 000 keys or 40 bits/key, which can be reduced
by approximately 50% by optimizing the construction of the
CBF [13]. In [11] another BF-based scheme is proposed to
improve the distribution of keys in a multiple choice hash table
to minimize collisions and, thus, increase throughput using
an on-chip memory of 32 bits/key. In both of these schemes,
an expected external memory access around one is reported;
however, this is only under the assumption that a majority of
accesses are queries to the keys not in the hash table.
While these schemes provide a very rich variety of options
for optimizing hash tables, the underlying memory structure,
DRAM, which with its slowness is in fact the main source
of the problem, is often neglected. Due to technological
limitations, in between two accesses, DRAMs need to be
reconditioned, i.e., the bit lines need to be precharged. In
this time period, the DRAM cannot be accessed. To hide
these idle periods and thus improve throughput, DRAMs are
arranged in multiple banks. In this arrangement, each bank
is accessed in turn, and each bank is precharged while the
other banks are accessed. This access model favors burst
accesses, where a series of accesses are made to banks with
the condition that no bank is accessed twice in a single burst
period1 . This way, the DRAM throughput is maximized. To
utilize all the available DRAM bandwidth, the hash table
should be organized such that accesses should be done in
terms of bursts rather than random individual accesses. In the
following section, we propose an architecture that groups the
keys in a hash table that will always follow the burst-access
pattern while providing load balancing. Note that, although
the proposed architecture uses a single hash function, it can
be extended to the multiple choice hashing scenario.
1 In a burst period, a predetermined number of consecutive locations from
one bank can be accessed. Here, we assume these consecutive locations belong
to a single key and are accessed as a single word stored at a single address.

III. T HE H ASH C O -P ROCESSOR
Figure 2 shows the proposed hash co-processor architecture
and the DRAM storing the external hash table. The hash table
has a capacity of C keys and it is divided into g blocks
(i.e., hash buckets), where each block consists of one word
from each bank and can be accessed in one burst. Each block
corresponds to a group on the chip. We define loc[G] → B
as a pointer that points to the B th key in group G which
is physically stored in bank B at memory address G in the
DRAM.
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Fig. 2: Hash Co-Processor Architecture
The co-processor consists of four parts (1) Group Counts
Table (GCT), (2) Bin-Table (BT), (3) Hash Function, and (4)
CAMs. The GCT consists of g entries, where each entry,
GCTi shows the number of keys currently in the group i.
Each group can accommodate up to Gmax keys. BT has m
bins addressed by the hash function. Each bin in BT consists
of two fields, a Counter and a GroupID. The counter shows the
number of keys currently hashed to this bin. Each bin belongs
to a single group shown by the GroupID. The keys are first
hashed to these bins and the bins are distributed to groups. All
the keys, which are hashed to the bins with the same GroupID
i, are stored in the external memory block, i. CAMs are used
as temporary storage for keys that cannot be placed into a
group immediately. The keys in the CAMs can be deleted or
queried as other keys stored in the hash table. For each key that
requires temporary storage, CAM1 stores a GroupID assigned
to this key, while the key itself is stored in an on-chip auxiliary
RAM, RAM1, using the same address. CAM2 stores the key
and the GroupID of the key is stored in RAM2 at the same
address. CAM1 is indexed with the GroupID, while CAM2
is indexed with the key. To aid movement of bins from one
group to another as described below, both GCT and BT are
divided into equal-sized segments. Let the number of groups
in a single segment of GCT be Gs and the number of bins in
a single segment of BT be s. Next, the three operations in the
co-processor are described.
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A. Insertion
In this section, we first show a naı̈ve insert algorithm
we called Non-Search Algorithm (NSA), which immediately
stores a key that causes an overflow in CAMs, to provide a
basis for our discussion. Later, we show two new algorithms
that achieve load-balancing during the insert operation.
A new key is inserted into the hash table in two steps. First,
the co-processor assigns a group to the key. Then, the key is
written to the location in the hash table allocated for this group.
1) Group Assignment: To assign a group to a new key,
the new key is first hashed and the corresponding bin, b, is
determined. The new key is assigned to the group to which
bin b belongs. Note that even if a bin is empty, it belongs to
some arbitrary group.
2) Writing the Key: If bin b belongs to a group i with
vacancies (i.e., GCTi < Gmax ), bin b’s counter and GCTi
are incremented by one and the key is inserted into the hash
table at the location pointed to by loc[i] → GCTi . However,
if this group is already full, the new key is said to cause an
overflow and it is stored in the CAMs until this group has a
vacant space.
3) Insertion with Load-Balancing: In this section, SingleSearch Algorithm (SSA) and Double-Search Algorithm (DSA),
which provide insertion with load-balancing, are described.
These algorithms move keys from a group that overflows
to open a vacancy in the hash table for a new key causing
an overflow, rather than immediately storing this key in the
CAMs. This way, (1) precious CAM space is saved, and (2)
the external hash table becomes more balanced by moving the
load from a full group to a lightly loaded group thus avoiding
further overflows.
When a new key causes a group to overflow, its prospective
bin in BT is recognized as a troubled bin (bt ) and the group it
belongs to as the troubled group (gt ). Note that since each bin
belongs to only one group, only one group can be assigned
to the keys hashed to a bin. The Single-Search Algorithm first
finds the group with a minimum number of keys. To avoid
a long search, only the local minimum within the segment,
which includes bt is considered. Let us call this group gmin
and let |gmin | show the number of keys in gmin . If gmin can
accommodate the bt along with the new key, specifically if
|gmin | + |bt | < Gmax , then the bin bt is moved from gt to
gmin as described below. Otherwise, since gmin , the group
with the most vacant space cannot accommodate bt , no other
group in this segment can. Therefore, the new key is stored
in the CAMs until the hash table can accommodate it or it is
deleted.
A bin b is moved from one group gsrc to another group gdst
as follows. The GroupID of b is changed from gsrc to gdst ,
thus gdst is assigned to all keys in b. To reflect this change
in the external memory, first all the keys in gsrc are read and,
by means of hashing, the keys hashed to bin b are found. The
remaining keys are written to the hash table starting at location
loc[gsrc ] → 1. Additionally, the keys in bin b (as well as the
new key, if it is associated with b) are written to the hash
table starting at location loc[gsrc ] → GCTgdst + 1. GCTgsrc

and GCTgdst are changed to reflect the new key counts in
these groups.
Compared to NSA, SSA needs a smaller number of keys
to be stored in CAMs. Additionally, SSA balances the load
within a segment by promoting the movement of load from an
overflowing group to the least occupied group in the segment.
In fact, we can optimize further. Note that the group is
overflown by just one key, so all we need to do is make this
group size one less. Even if gmin cannot accommodate bt , it
may accommodate another bin that belongs to gt and moving
this bin is enough to avoid writing the new key to the CAM.
DSA provides a solution for this case. The algorithm searches
for a smaller bin bs in gt , that gmin can accommodate. If
there is such a bs , then the new key is stored in gt , bs is
moved to gmin , and the insertion is completed. Otherwise,
the new key is stored in CAMs. Using DSA, the CAM size
is smaller as shown in Section V, with the cost of increased
insertion time due to the search time for bs . Both SSA and
DSA require additional time to search; however, this search
is done on-chip. Thus it is less critical when compared to
external memory access. The time complexities of this search
and external memory access are given in Section IV.
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Fig. 3: Examples for insert operation. Gmax = 16.
Figure 3 shows insertion of three keys, K1 , K2 , and K3 .
K1 is hashed to bin b1 , which belongs to group g0 . g0 has 14
keys and Gmax − 14 = 2 vacancies, so it can accommodate a
new key. Hence, b1 ’s counter and g0 ’s entry are incremented
by one. K1 is inserted into the hash table at loc[g0 ] → 15.
K2 is hashed to bin b17 , which has three keys and belongs to
a full group, g4 . The three algorithms have different procedures
to insert K2 . If NSA is applied, K2 is written to CAMs.
For SSA and DSA, first gmin is searched in the segment of
b17 . The search results in gmin = g5 with 11 keys. g5 can
accommodate b17 along with K2 . b17 ’s counter is incremented
by one and then it is moved from g4 to g5 as described above.
K3 is hashed to bin b40 , which belongs to another full group,
g8 . The gmin = g9 in this segment cannot accommodate b40
together with the new key, K3 (13 + 3 + 1 > 16). SSA stops
at this point and writes K3 to CAMs. In DSA, bin search is
applied and it is found that g9 can accommodate b39 from
g8 with two keys. b39 is moved from g8 to g9 . b40 ’s counter
and g8 ’s entry are incremented by one and K3 is inserted to
loc[g8 ] → (16 − 2 + 1) = loc[g8 ] → 15. If even bin search
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cannot find a suitable bin, the new key is stored in CAMs.
B. Query
Query returns the data associated with a queried key if it
is stored in the system. If in the system, the queried key is
either in the hash table or in the CAMs. If the key is found
in the CAMs, it is returned immediately. Otherwise, the group
of the bin where the key is hashed is read as a single burst
from the hash table. The keys in this group are compared to
the queried key to see whether the key is in the system. The
result of this comparison is returned. So, the query operation
takes at most one burst access.
C. Deletion
Here, we assume the key to be deleted is already in the
system. To delete a key, the key is first queried. If the key
is in the CAMs, it is removed from the CAMs and deletion
is completed. If this key is not in the CAMs, the group to
which this key belongs is read as a single burst from the offchip structure. The key is deleted and the remaining keys are
written back to the off-chip structure in another burst. So, the
delete operation takes at most two burst accesses.
Each key deletion can be an opportunity to move a key
from the CAMs to the hash table. Each time a key is deleted,
CAM1 is queried to see whether there is any key from the
same group in the CAMs. If so, this key can be moved to the
hash table with an insert operation. This way, the number of
keys in the CAMs can be reduced.
IV. A NALYSIS
To evaluate the proposed architecture, three metrics are
defined (1) on-chip memory requirement, (2) time complexity
of on-chip operations, and (3) time complexity of external hash
table operations in terms of burst accesses.
A. On-chip Memory Consumption
The on-chip memory is used for BT, GCT, and the CAMs
(including RAM1 and RAM2). Each counter value in BT
can be {0 . . . Gmax } to allow full groups with only one bin.
Each GroupID value can be {0 . . . Gs − 1}, where Gs is the
number of groups per segment and GroupIDs are local to
each segment. Thus, one bin requires Mb = log2 (Gmax +
1) + log2 (Gs ) bits. Recall that there are m bins in BT.
Additionally, there are g entries in GCT and each of these
entries can be {0 . . . Gmax }. Therefore, each entry in GCT
requires Mg = log2 (Gmax +1) bits. CAM1 and RAM2 store
identical information (GroupIDs of temporarily stored keys).
Likewise, CAM2 and RAM1 also store identical information
(temporarily stored keys). Thus, the total CAM storage is
equivalent to the total storage of RAM1 and RAM2. This total
CAM storage can be expressed as Mc = n×[Ks +log2 (g)],
where n is the number of keys stored in CAMs and Ks denotes
key size. Unlike GroupIDs in BT, GroupIDs in CAM1 and
RAM2 are absolute and not relative to the segments. We define
load factor, l as the ratio between the keys stored in the system
(i.e., in hash table and CAMs) at a given time and hash table

capacity. Considering all these factors, the on-chip memory
requirement per key can be given as,
m × M b + g × M g + 2 × Mc
C ×l
B. Time Complexity for On-chip Search
Ω=

(1)

The main contributor to on-chip time complexity is the
search times for the SSA and DSA. The group search used
by both algorithms takes time proportional to Gs , since the
search is limited to a single segment and Gs − 1 groups need
to be searched. Note that for a hardware implementation, since
Gs is small, the group search can be done in parallel using a
simple priority encoder. For DSA, in addition to group search,
a bin search is also done, which takes time proportional to s.
C. External Memory Access
The worst-case external memory access for different operations is as follows. As explained in Section III, the query and
delete operations take at most one and two burst accesses,
respectively, regardless of the algorithm used. Insert takes at
most one burst access for NSA and 3 burst accesses for SSA
and DSA. For SSA, first the gt is read, the updated gt from
which the keys in bt are deleted is written back, and, finally,
the keys in bt are written to the group gmin . DSA is similar to
SSA, where the only difference is the bin moved is bs rather
than bt . Note that inserting a key temporarily to the CAMs
does not require any external memory access. However, an
external memory access may occur later when and if this key
is moved from the CAMs to the hash table. In our scheme,
the key is moved to the hash table only if it does not cause an
overflow. If there is an overflow, the key is kept in the CAMs
without any external memory access so moving a key from
the CAMs to the hash table always takes one burst access.
The expected number of external memory accesses for
different operations is as follows. When a queried key or a
key to be deleted is in the CAMs, no external memory access
is needed for these keys. However, since the number of keys
in the CAMs is negligible compared to the number of keys in
the hash table, this does not have a significant impact. Thus,
the expected number of external memory accesses for query
and delete is similar to the worst-case, i.e., one burst access
for query and two burst accesses for delete.
For inserts using NSA, if the new key causes an overflow,
no external memory access is needed for this key. Let N show
the total number of keys inserted into the system. Then, the
number of accesses required per key on average for NSA is
AavgA = (N − n)/N . This is because only the keys left in
the CAMs at the end of a time period do not need external
memory accesses in this time period. For keys temporarily
stored in the CAMs, one burst access is required as with a
normal insertion when they are finally inserted to the hash
table.
For SSA and DSA, the number of accesses for insert may
vary. Below is the analysis for bounds on the number of
external memory accesses for insert with SSA and DSA. Both
algorithms require three burst accesses for the same conditions,
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This section presents the performance study of our coprocessor architecture based on the three metrics introduced
in the previous section. For the simulations, we assume a hash
table that can accommodate C = 65, 536 keys. First, the three
performance metrics are compared for different Gs values for
Gmax = 8 DRAM banks, a load factor, l = 0.8, and memory
ratio, γ = 0.5. Here, memory ratio is defined as the ratio
of the number of bins in BT to C. For each Gs value, the
simulations are repeated 100 times, each time with 1, 048, 576
32-bit keys and a random hash function. The simulations have
two phases. In the first phase, we start with an empty system
and keep inserting keys until the designated load is reached.
After this point, the second phase starts where the load is kept
constant by deleting the oldest key in the system every time
a new key is inserted until all 1, 048, 576 keys are inserted.
120

3800
1600
...

100

1400
1200

80

1000
60
800
600

40

Maximum Searches

Maximum Number of Keys in CAMs

1800
4000

TABLE I: Performance comparison for NSA, SSA, and DSA,
where GSI and BSI stands for group and bin search per
insertion, respectively. AI is external memory access for insert.
Algorithm
NSAS
SSA
DSA

Gs
N/A
32
32

n
3, 765 (7.2%)
455 (0.87%)
100 (0.19%)

Ω(bits)
7.09
7.03
6.42

GSI
0
6.19
6.03

BSI
0
0
2.21

AI
0.997
1.309
1.376

Table I summarizes the performance of the three algorithms
for the metrics described above. Since, there is no search in
NSA, the BT can be eliminated for NSA, and the GCT can
be addressed directly. To be fair to NSA, we do not consider
the BT space when calculating Ω for NSA and called this
simplified version of NSA as NSAS. According to the table,
for DSA less than 0.2% of the keys are stored in the CAMs,
this is a 97% reduction compared to NSA. Additionally, the
total on-chip memory used for DSA, including the CAMs, is
6.42 bits per key, which is an 80% reduction compared to
[10] [11] and a slight reduction compared to NSAS. The DSA
requires 8.24 search steps on average, which can be easily
achieved on-chip. The insert operation for DSA takes 1.376
burst accesses on average. Note that as discussed in Section
IV, the average-case for query and delete operations are similar
to their worst-case.
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V. P ERFORMANCE S TUDY

number of keys in the CAMs drops significantly if the SSA
or DSA are used. As expected, for both SSA and DSA, the
number of keys in the CAMs decreases with increased Gs
(more groups per segment thus more chances to avoid writing
to the CAMs) and the search time increases with increased
Gs . In our simulations, the average external memory access is
at most 1.5 bursts for NSA and 1.7 for the DSA per operation.

Maximum Number of Keys in CAM

thus we analyze them together. Let W show the number of
overflows in a give time period. First we look at the problem
when only inserts are allowed, i.e., no deletes. The N − W
keys that did not cause an overflow require one burst access
to be inserted into their groups in the hash table. Out of
the W keys causing overflows, the n keys are stored in the
CAMs without any external memory access. Since there is
no delete and n out of the W overflows is in the CAMs,
the rest is inserted into the hash table after a search. Thus,
they require three burst accesses each. The total number of
burst accesses required for the keys causing overflows is then
(W −n)·3. So for the insert only case, for the N keys inserted,
(N − W ) · 1 + (W − n) · 3 burst accesses are required. Then,
the number of burst accesses required per key on average
for SSA and DSA is AavgB = 1 + (2W − 3n)/N . Since,
2W  3n, AavgB = 1+2W/N . When both insert and deletes
are allowed, the calculation above is still valid as a loose upper
bound.
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Fig. 4: Maximum number of keys in CAMs and maximum
search time per insert operation.
Figure 4 shows the maximum number of keys that need to
be stored in the CAMs (left y-axis) and the maximum number
of total searches per insert operation (right y-axis) for the three
algorithms over the 100 simulations. Since it does not employ
any searches, the number of keys in the CAMs for the NSA
is the maximum among the three algorithms at 3, 765 keys or
7.2% of the total number of keys in the system. However, the

Fig. 5: Maximum number of keys in CAMs and maximum
search time for different load factors.
In Figure 5, the CAM and search requirements are shown
for different load factors. Even for the very high load factor
of 99%, DSA requires a CAM space of 4.8%, total on-chip
memory of 9.35 bits, 46 search steps, and 1.88 burst accesses
for insert (on-chip storage and external memory accesses are
not shown in the figure).
A. Distribution of Keys To Groups
The group/bin overflows are the main factors determining
the CAM size, search time, and average external memory
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access. Ideally, if there were no overflows, no CAMs or
searches would be required and for insert, the number of
external accesses would always be 1 burst. This effect of
overflows is not unique to our scheme and all dynamic hash
schemes need to deal with overflows one way or another. Thus,
it is important to show how our proposed scheme impacts
the overflows. In this section, we look at group occupancy
distribution for different algorithms and discuss the impact of
our scheme on overflows and other performance parameters.

SSA AVG

NSA AVG

DSA STDEV

SSA STDEV

NSA STDEV

Fig. 6: Average and standard deviation of number of keys per
group.
The insertion of a key overflows a group/bin only if that
group/bin is already full. In SSA and DSA, we essentially
move the load from full groups to lightly loaded groups,
reducing the chance of overflow. Since SSA and DSA move
the load every time there is an overflow, each overflow
potentially avoids some of the future overflows. In Figure 6,
average and standard deviation, σ, for the number of keys per
group are shown during the simulation. At first, as the load
factor increases for all the three algorithms, σ follows the
average. However, as the load factor increases, since Gmax
is constant, the rate of increase in σ starts slowing down to
around 50% load (at 4 × 8K = 32K). However, this reduction
is much more significant for SSA and DSA as compared to
NSA. As a result, for SSA and DSA, the group sizes are
closer to the average and away from the Gmax , with respect
to NSA. Ideally it is preferred that all groups have an equal
number of keys and provide a narrower distribution. SSA and
DSA provide a better approximation to this ideal condition.
Additionally, the difference between averages for NSA and
the other two algorithms is because NSA has more keys in
the CAMs, causing fewer keys in the hash table thus a lower
average compared to SSA and DSA.
TABLE II: Overflows and number of keys moved to the
CAMs.
Overflows
To CAMs

NSA
314, 883
314, 883 (100%)

SSA
208, 257
47, 089 (22.6%)

VI. C ONCLUSION
This paper proposes a hash co-processor architecture to
provide load-balanced hash tables to network applications. The
proposed architecture allows moving keys from overloaded
groups to lightly loaded groups, providing more balanced
distribution of the keys in the hash table. Our architecture
is designed to allow full bandwidth use of the DRAMs by
providing fundamental hash table operations that follow the
burst-access requirements of DRAMs. In the proposed scheme,
the load balancing takes place only when a group becomes full.
In fact, load balancing does not have to wait for a group to be
full. It can also be done in an opportunistic manner whenever
the link is not too busy. This may result in a further reduction
of the average insertion time.

0.8
18 )
(x8192

Number of Keys Inserted
DSA AVG

of overflows resolved by putting the new key in the CAMs is
reduced 85% by using DSA, with respect to using SSA.

DSA
202, 759
6, 571 (3.2%)

In Table II, the effect of the reduction in σ is shown, where
the total number of overflows significantly decreases for SSA
and DSA, with respect to NSA. Additionally, the percentage
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